# Sociology Major Requirements

**General Concentration – BS**

Curriculum Years 11-12 through 13-14

## Core Courses (21 hours)

**Introduction Course (3 hours) – One of the following:**
- SOC 2010 – Introduction to Sociology 3 (___)
- SOC 2020 – Social Problems 3 (___)

**Methods (7 hours):**
- SOC 3020 – Methods of Social Research I (3 hours) 3 (___)
- SOC 3040/3041 – Methods of Social Research II (3 hours + 1 hour lab) 4 (___)

**Stratification (6 hours) – Two of the following:**
- SOC 3600 – Stratification: Social Class and Poverty 3 (___)
- SOC 4600 – Race and Ethnicity 3 (___)
- SOC 4610 – Sociology of Sex and Gender 3 (___)

**Theory (3 hours):**
- SOC 4040 – Sociological Theory 3 (___)

**Professional Development (2 hours):**
- SOC 2050 – Sociology Lab (1 hour) 1 (___)
- SOC 4970 – Capstone Course (1 hour) 1 (___)

Core Course Total = 21 hours

## Concentration Requirements (15 hours)

**Institutions (3 hours) – One of the following:**
- SOC 3110 - The Family 3 (___)
- SOC 4320 - Sociology of Religion 3 (___)
- SOC 4440 - Sociology of Education 3 (___)
- SOC 3300 - Work and Occupations 3 (___)

**Social Processes (3 hours) – One of the following:**
- SOC 3500 - Self and Society 3 (___)
- SOC 3910 - Deviance 3 (___)
- SOC 4330 - Globalization and Social Change 3 (___)
- SOC 3510 - Collective Behavior and Social Movements 3 (___)

**Concentration Electives:**
- 9 hours of additional Sociology or Anthropology courses
  
  __________________________________________________________________________
  
  __________________________________________________________________________
  
  __________________________________________________________________________

Concentration Total = 15 hours

* Twelve of the 36 hours required for the major must be 4000 - level Sociology or Anthropology courses.
* No more than nine credit hours may be taken at the 1000 or 2000 – level.
* Both Gen Ed mathematics courses (see below) must be completed before students enroll in SOC 3040.
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

1) Total hours in this section must add to 30.
2) Only one course may be “double-dipped” within the General Education section.
3) The hours from any given course may count only once.

COMMUNICATION

1. ENGLISH COMPOSITION (3 HOURS)
   ENGL 1030 or
   ENGL 1020 (for Transfers Students) 3 (___)

2. ORAL COMMUNICATIONS (3 HOURS)
   COMM 1500, 2500 or an approved cluster of courses such as A S 3090, 3100, 4090, 4100:
   or M L 1010, 1020

   _________________________________

   3  (___)

MATHEMATICAL, SCIENCE, AND TECHNOLOGICAL LITERACY

1. MATHEMATICS – Introduction (3 HOURS)
   MTHSC 1010, MTH SC 1020, or MTHSC 1060

   _________________________________ 3 (___)

2. NATURAL SCIENCE WITH LAB (4 HOURS)
   ASTR 1010/1030, 1020/1040, BIOL 1030, 1040, 1090, 1100, 1110, 1200/1230, CH 1010, 1020,
   1050, 1060, GEOL 1010/1030, 1020, 1120/1140, PH SC 1070, 1080, PHYS 1220/1240,
   2070/2090, 2080/2100, 2210/2230, 2220/2240

   _________________________________ 4 (___)

3. MATHEMATICS - Statistics (3 HOURS)
   MTHSC 2030, MTHSC 3010, or EX STAT 3010

   _________________________________ 3 (___)
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS (continued). Acceptable courses in each category vary by academic year, so be sure to verify the relevance of any course you choose.

ARTS AND HUMANITIES - 6 Hours

NON LITERATURE - AAH 1010, 2100, A S L 3050, C H S H2010, H2030, H2100, CHIN 4990, COMM 4020, ENGL 3550, 3570, FR 3070, GW (ENGL) 3010, 4050, GER 3400, HUM 3010, 3020, 3060, 3090, JAPN 3070, 3080 LANG 3400, 3420, 3460, 3480, 3560, (ENGL) 4540, MUSIC 2100, 3110, 3120, 3130, 3140, 3170, 3610, 3620, 3630, 3640, 3690, 3700, 3710, 3720, PHIL 1010, 1020, 1030, 1240, (CHIN) 3120, (CHIN) 3130, 3160, 3170, 3180, 3230, 3240, 3250, 3260, 3270, 3440, 3450, REL 1010, 1020, 3010, 3020, 3060, 3070, RUSS 3400, S T S 1010, 1020, SPAN 3070, 3080, THEA 2100, 2790, 3150, 3160, 3170, W S 3010.

LITERATURE - Any 2000 level ENGL literature course, CHIN 4010, FR 3000, 3040, GER 3060, ITAL 3010, 3020, JAPN 4010, 4060, RUSS 3600, 3610, SPAN 3030, 3110

SOCIAL SCIENCE


CROSS-CULTURAL AWARENESS

AAH 2100, A SL 3050, ANTH 2010, AP EC 2050, CHS H2090, GEOG 1030, HIST 1730, 1930, HUM 3090, IS 2100, MUSIC 2100, 3140, PAS 3010, POSC 1020, 1040, REL 1010, 1020, or through a University–approved cross–cultural experience.

SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY in SOCIETY

SOCIOLOGY MAJOR B. S. REQUIREMENTS for All Concentrations

ADVANCED WRITING
ENGL 3040, 3120, 3140, 3160 or an approved cluster of courses such as AS 3090, 3100, 4090, and 4100

__________________________________ 3 (___)

Additional MATHEMATICS OR SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS Students are required to take 18 additional hours from the approved list of courses (see below). At least 9 of the 18 additional hours must be at the 3000- or 4000-level. These hours must be independent of the General Education Science Requirements.

__________________________________ 3 (___)
__________________________________ 3 (___)
__________________________________ 3 (___)
__________________________________ 3 (___)
__________________________________ 3 (___)
__________________________________ 3 (___)
__________________________________ 3 (___)
__________________________________ 3 (___)

ADVANCED HUMANITIES: 6 hours of advanced humanities credits. Advanced humanities are courses numbered 3000 or higher (AAH 2100, MUSIC 2100 and THEA 2100 excepted). The humanities for this purpose include art and architectural history, English (except 3040, 3120, 3140, 3160, 3310, 3330, 3340, 3350, 3350, 4850, 4900, 4950), languages, music, philosophy, religion, communication studies (except 3640 and 3680), theatre (except 3770, 4870, 4970), and women's studies, as well as courses entitled Humanities.

_________________________________ 3 (___)
__________________________________________________ 3 (___)

MINOR _____________________________ All sociology majors must have a minor. The requirements for minors vary dramatically from fifteen to twenty hours. Clarify your minor requirements in your “Undergraduate Announcements.”

___________________________________ 3 (___)
___________________________________ 3 (___)
___________________________________ 3 (___)
___________________________________ 3 (___)
___________________________________ 3 (___)
___________________________________ 3 (___)

ELECTIVES. All Sociology majors must accumulate a minimum of 121 Credit Hours for graduation. The number of electives hours one needs is the difference between the total number of hours taken to meet all other requirements and 121. Note: ENGL 1000, MTHSC 1000, 1150, 1160, 2150, and 2160 do not count as electives and cannot be used towards graduation.